That's the market view, isn't it? Measure your supply to meet the demand. And if the demand and the suffering behind it are not being voiced? Why has this Journal over twelve years never visited the dying children? Why, when there seem to be not enough scarves now made in the world to warm these children against the blaw of that interstellar cold?
Well, children are not supposed to die; very old people, yes, but not children. Children are not supposed to die when the highest they can hug is their daddy's knees. They're supposed to grow tall, one day to be hugged at the knees by their own children, and then to grow mature so they can comfort and care for their dying parents when the old folks' time to go has come.
The dying of children scrambles the whole order of human time. No wonder that we're baffled, that we're not geared up, hardly groomed, to keep on track with a child who is moving so fast to the West. That direction is irreversible for all of us, but the timing is all wrong for a child. It's supposed to be only the early morning of a life, hardly a few quarters of an hour after sunrise, and already these fledgling spirits have joined"the dying ones and are on the horizon of the evening sky. It is so painful to look at a child in the glare of the setting sun; it so blinds and burns the eyes. It's so natural, almost so compulsively demanded, to turn away from that horizon, to make-believe and to act as though the morning has hardly begun.
That's what we're doing, really, playing makebelieve when, after the time for all that has passed, we continue with our surgeries, our chemo's, our needles, and all the other tools of the saving trade, to ignore the questions that are asking themselves through the bodies, the faces, and, oh dread!, the anger and withdrawal of the dying child.
But it is not easy to play games with dying children. We have been told over and over again, as we hear several times more in the following articles, that dying children are regularly so much more aware of their impending deaths than we are ready to believe. When we play make-believe with the children, we are no longer in their time,and they are no longer in our space.
EDITORIAL • When Children
Have To Die P oets, it has been said, cannot be groomed for stardom, for what on earth would the process be? (2) If that idea holds, then dying children, parents, doctors, nurses, counselors, and chaplains alike resemble the poets. None can be groomed for the death of a child. What could the process possibly be, when the death of a child must always be "like a moment of exposure to interstellar cold, a reminder of the scary element, both inner and outer, in which human beings must envisage and conduct their lives"? (3) Once, quite a long time ago now, I saw a young girl dying. It was in a hospital, an evening deep into winter after Christmas, and her parents were there, and her grandmother and an aunt, and there was a lot of crying. Tongue-tied I was, wordless, at a total loss about what to say, about how to behave, but not so completely taken up with myself as to miss seeing that she shivered and was cold. The girl herself wasn't crying. No strength for that. She was just cold, so cold, she said. So I took my Blackwatch scarf, a gently soft woolen scarf, a gift I had received in December, and I stretched it out towards her while asking, "Yes?" She nodded, nothing more, and I wrapped the scarf's two warm arms around her neck, and she was a proud sight to see with the clash of the black and deep green tartan cloth against the white lacy frill of her nightie's collar. And her fingers, toying with the scarf's border fringes, rippled a good-bye.
The other details of the evening in that hospital room are a blur, and I had totally forgotten the event over these many years until I sat down to reflect on the questions we tend to leave without response, the questions that we tend to abandon to the children.
This Journal is well into its twelfth year, and this is the first time we' centre our undivided attention on the suffering of dying children and their families. I was asked why I would want to use an entire number of the Journal to discuss the care of dying children when, in comparison to adults, relatively few children die, and there are relatively so few professionals involved in pediatric palliative care.
A dying child's questions are not worded like those of a philosopher, a thinker, an articulate adult. The questions are there, though, utterly incarnate, deeply implicated in the anxieties, the fears, the uncertainties, and the dreads that dying children experience in their own ways, as much as adults do in theirs. I, helpless as to how to respond, heard that dread when my dying father pleaded with me, "You won't let me die, will you, Dave?" If a dying father can say that to a son, dare we imagine that dying children have no echo of that interstellar cold in their souls?
The source of our first suffering, Bachelard said, is born in the moment when we accumulate silent things within us (4) .And what are the silent things that can accumulate within a dying child, the silent things for which they rarely have the words and for which we often have no ear? Perhaps the coldest of all these silent things would be the dying children's unworded awareness that we -be it parents, or trusted doctors or nursesare becoming more and more distant, more and more separated from them. That separation and distance, contrary to all our good intentions and honest concerns, is what occurs when we play make-believe with a dying child.
So it is, I think, that those who give their professional lives over to the mastery of the knowledge and skills of pediatric palliative care are like the weavers, makers of the scarves we need to warm both the dying children and their loved ones when they shiver from the drafts of interstellar cold. Those shivers voice the questions that must not be abandoned to the children.
